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ABSTRACT

Targeted neonatal echocardiography (TNE) is an important skill to advise diagnosis and management. Training in TNE is currently optional for neonatal subspecialty (grid) trainees and accessing training is often challenging. We disseminated a survey, asking neonatal grid trainees for their views on TNE training. 48 out of 91 trainees (53%) completed the survey. 96% of trainees (n=48) wanted to learn TNE with similar numbers eager to access a formal training package, using a variety of teaching media. Identified barriers to TNE training included time, access to supervision and the perceived complexity of the skill. These findings will influence the design and delivery of a regional TNE training programme.

Targeted neonatal echocardiography (TNE) is an increasingly used skill in the care of the unwell newborn and premature baby. Expert consensus statements exist in the UK, Europe and the USA, which outline suggested requirements for developing proficiency in TNE, including the need for paediatric cardiology and neonatology placements during training and practical guidance on scanning, reporting and referral to a cardiologist. These statements differ in their recommendations and there remains a lack of a formal TNE syllabus and access to appropriate accredited training opportunities.

We are considering developing a TNE curriculum and training package, to be delivered to neonatal grid trainees during their subspecialty training in the region. We sought to obtain the views of current trainees about TNE, their desire for formal training and what elements they considered important in a proposed training package. We identified potential participants from a North of England neonatal trainees’ education group that was established during the coronavirus pandemic and meets virtually for educational activities on a regular basis. The group is comprised of neonatal trainees from six different deanery training programmes. The two authors developed an original online survey (online supplemental appendix 1), comprising a mixture of Likert scale, multiple-choice and free-text questions. The survey was distributed to 91 neonatal grid trainees. The response rate was 53%, with 48 trainees responding. The process made trainees aware that their survey responses would be used as data for this project.

Our data demonstrated that 96% (46/48) of the responding trainees want to learn and develop TNE as a skill, with 94% (45/48) of them highlighting that a formal training programme would be welcomed. Ninety-six per cent of these trainees would be willing to fund such a programme from their study leave budgets and all of them would be willing to travel within their local deanery to access training. Over half of the trainees (56% (27/48)) felt very strongly about TNE, expressing that a formal training programme should be considered a compulsory element of subspecialty training.

We explored trainees’ views on how such a programme would be delivered. Online modules and virtual small group sessions were favoured against in-person lectures and tutorials to cover the theoretical elements of TNE. The option of a paper-based workbook was appealing to only 17% (8/48) of trainees. Small group co-tutoring was preferred over one to one teaching for the practical elements of the course and 77% (37/48) of surveyed trainees expressed that an echo simulator would aid in learning and development of skills.

All trainees agreed that some form of assessment would be required during a training programme with 90% (43/48) of trainees suggesting that their images should be critiqued by an assigned supervisor. Accessing appropriate supervision was identified as a problem by several trainees in the free-text part of the survey. One explained how appropriate support and supervision was the main barrier to her
further developing skills learnt on a TNE course, while another expressed that consultant support was essential but not currently present on her unit. Other identified barriers to accessing training included time and the perception that TNE is more difficult to learn and practice than other neonatal skills.

The authors recognise the likelihood that trainees interested in TNE were more likely to respond to this survey. Despite this, the results demonstrate that interested trainees are motivated to access a formal, structured TNE training programme. The programme should contain a mixture of virtual and in-person elements and present an opportunity for trainees to be assessed and critiqued. Appropriate supervision in developing TNE skills has been highlighted as a potential barrier to learning. Similar local projects could lead to deanery collaborations and a refined national syllabus, promoting the importance of expertise in TNE within the specialty.
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